
drills & skills

throwing
Throwing in cricket means getting the ball as 
quickly as possible to another player or hitting the 
stumps. The aim – to get the batter out.

drill 01 – overarm and underarm throwing to hit a target
skill: sharpen up your aim

Place a large target on the 
ground then step a short 

distance away from it. 

Try an overarm throw - get 
yourself into a solid stance, feet 

slightly apart, and your front 
shoulder facing the direction 
you’d like the ball to travel.

Set a timer for 30 seconds and 
see how many times you can hit    

                                         the target.

Try an underarm throw - get 
yourself in the same stance and 

aim for the target. 

Set a timer for 30 seconds 
again, and go!

drill 02 – overarm target throwing at stumps
skill: sharpen up your aim even more!

Too easy? 
Aim for just the middle stump. 

See if you can hit it three times 
in a row.

Using your overarm throw, aim 
the ball at all three stumps, 

hitting them wherever you can. 

Place three targets on the 
ground next to each other, or 

use regular cricket stumps. 

30
secs

30
secs

you will need
    
   A ball        

   A target – like some  
    cricket stumps or  
             anything you’ve got      
   to hand like a   
             backpack, large    
   drinks bottle or   
   empty cereal box



throwing tips
   Stance is key – stand side on, have your feet slightly apart, and your front shoulder      
   facing the direction you’d like the ball to travel.

   Keep your eyes on the target, not the ball itself.

challenge
• First, try an overarm target throw again, but this time run to the ball, pick it up 

and throw. 

	 -	Set	up	five	balls	in	a	row,	move	away	from	them,	then	run.	
  
	 -	Grab	the	first	ball	and	throw	at	the	target.	
 
 - Return to your starting position and repeat. 

 - See how many times you can hit the target.

• Now increase the distance of your throws, so you’re aiming further and further 
away	each	time.	When	you’re	throwing	make	sure	the	ball	travels	flat	through	
the air, instead of loopy. 


